Rifleman Crush Tufts
Nelson, Pellar Star
In 1433-1517 Win

In a greater Boston Collegiate Rifle League Match Wednesday night, the Rosco rifle team extended its 11-game record by defeating Tufts College 1433 to 1517. High man for MIT was Louis Nelson '59, 286. Other scores included Ronald Philip '59, 202; Robert Voigt '59, 285; Marty Zimmerman '59, 284; and Dwight Moody '59, 280.

MIT hopes are running high as the team practices in preparation for the New England Collegiate Rifle League finals to be held this Saturday at Boston University.

Also in week from this Saturday the sharpshooters compete in the New England Sectional of the National Rifle Association National championship. Coach Robert Mattson hopes the team will do as well as it has done in past years, in bringing home one national championship and placing in the top two several times.
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Work for the Tech

Good paying jobs can now be found. If you are free this summer and have the time and patience, contact Daniel Wilson, UN 4-5090. He can help you find work at good rates for student organizations, too. Contact N.B. Low classified and display advertising.

The Tech Institute. It takes no time or trouble, just a postcard. And The Tech reaches the entire world.
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If you lost something, please call us.

WANTED:

Ad: Crescent, University, Asterisk, B.B., E.L., S.W., W.C., and others.

WANTED: Used Gasoline Engine; 2-3 Horsepower; suitable for motor scooter. $6-3864.

FOR SALE:

1948 TC MS, 35,000 miles. In excellent running condition. Horsepower. Contact Bill McElroy, Tr. 6-2590.
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